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About This Game

Steve, the Wizard has been kidnapping the Marshmallows!
Rally your troops and fight your way to the top of an ever-shuffling tower to defeat him!
Marshmallow Melee is an adorable rogue-lite dungeon crawler with toy-sized warriors.
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Game Features

 A toy-scaled dungeon crawler with over 70 unique “playset” levels

 A Shuffling Tower System that creates a different adventure every time you play

 Wacky weapons: hit enemies with a lolly-pop, cactus, and more!

 Shops where you can buy powerful new weapons . . . and PIZZA!

 Physically Based Rendering for ultimate Marshmallow immersion

 Minimal Space Requirements: Designed for front-facing standing or seated VR (“Couch Scale”)
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Title: Marshmallow Melee
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
TriHelix LLC
Publisher:
TriHelix LLC
Release Date: 6 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8.1

Processor: Intel Core i7

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVidia GeForce GTX 1050 Ti

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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I really want to enjoy this game. I love the visuals, colors and overall environment of Lumini. I found that the contols in this
game are completely frustrating! I swear (alot) and cringe whenvever I have to get the "pinwheels" to get going enough to get a
door open to procceed is something that is more invasive as chewing on tinfoil. Also, you lose just about everytime you come
near one of the big monsters. All you can do is "shockwave" them to very temporarly stun them. You can't kill them....just stun.
Trying to get away with horrid controls...just adds to the frustration! I really really want to love this game. If there is an update
to make it better, then I am most willing to give it another go. Until then, I will find a game that is fun....not torture. Try
it.....when it's on a REALLY good sale.. Atrocity is a visual novel with a dramatic plot of the story. The essence of the story lies
in the fact that several different people for unusual reasons turned out to be in one of the oldest cities in the world, about which
this novel actually tells us. It is worth noting that the game is very well filled with a big number of visual content, the authors are
clearly not stingy with graphic elements. Special thanks for such a variety!. Incredibly short but was kind of worth it for what it
was. Would honestly suggest this if it ever has a sale price.
I'll give the dev some credit, at least he\/she made it clear this is their first game. I will say this could use a remake should the
dev get better at making games.. One of the best portrait DLC. Feels like in a fantasy mod. I still think these should be free but
if you really wanna pay for cosmetic DLCs, this one is for you.. Good Times on the farm!!!. Great piece of work. Considering
how short the graphic novel was, I think $1,99 was a bit pricey, although I enjoyed it.. Fun to play as :D. Review Writen on:
27th November 2014

10\/10! Such a great and simple concept for a video game! I love the art style of the game and overall just love the stealth
gameplay through the whole game. The title of the game "The Marvellous Miss Take" is pretty clever which makes me like the
game even more. Throughout the game you learn how to beat certain levels and how to get around certain art museums.The
challenge's to get a fast time and to get the bonus objects just makes the game so much better! I would reccomend getting the
game while it is on sale at (50%) off. So far there arent any bugs in the game which I have noticed but if there are I will still love
the game for what it is worth. Hope the developers keep updating this game and maybe in the future they could make free DLC
which would extend the gameplay just an extra hour or so.

- Simon. Good DLC for a great game!. this game is like a buyable replacement for an exciting, fulfilling and unforgettable
summer with your friends
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iffy on my vote. it is a $5 game. get this on sale. it does become a little easy once you get a feel after a few runs. classes are just
starting with different items, nothing too crazy. trading safety for item (relic) rarity is nice. game DOES NOT SAVE IF YOU
EXIT. i repeat GAME DOES NOT SAVE. so i do have some idle hours in this game. graphics are alright. controls are ok, the
swipe-wand-deflect-projectiles move activates a little late, takes some getting used to. items are generally well balanced. spiders
suuuuuck. overall 7\/10 good in-between game when the major titles feel a little burnt out.

there is one glitch in later levels, if you get hit with a miniboss's clusterbomb, you might be expelled from room boundaries.
there is a fix; you need to walk (yes out of bounds) to the exit from the room, where you'd expect the collision detection is.. This
game is a really good stress reliever. You can mix mutators to customize the goat anyway you want. You can even download
mods to unlock mutators from the community.. Crashes. Only managed one game and that was nothing special. This game is not
reinventing the wheel - it's a simple tower defense, no real story, but it is fun! The upgrades provide some choice and the overall
focus of the game is enjoyable tower placement (walls and abilities take a backburner as they should).

7/10 - Grab from a bundle, worth playing. Awesome game! Depends on what you like. If your into Farming and want a
outstanding simulator then check this game out! Really pleased and amazed by the work.

Ford7000Man 28/1/16. This game has lot of potential and some really professional devs that are cranking out bug fixes and
content improvements at an alarming rate. If they keep this up it won't be 'early access' for long. The game itself is an well done
mash up of RPG, Strategy Survival, Crafting, and a City Builder games. It works together very well and once it is all smoothed
out and the gaps filled in, it will be a great game in my opinion. Keep it up Devs. You have a real gem here!. It's a nostalgic
indie game where you command a plane to dodge incoming (hosts of) rockets and making them collide with each other.
You've got three, four if you count your lives, resources to deal with the rockets.
First is Decoy Bomb. Drop it by pressing CTRL and it will attract nearby rockets to itself, making them explode. Beware
though, it will not pull every single rocket around to itself, so you can actually take a rocket to the face after using this.
Second resource is the EMP which clear anything and everything on the screen and keep it clear for a few more seconds. EMP
will also remove the annoying laser beams from the screen.
Third is the speed up. You can accelerate the plane by pressing "w" or "Up Arrow", which will help you dodge them.
The fourth resource is your face. You can take a few rockets to the face and keep playing. After taking a rocket to the face the
game enters bullet time, where you're invulnerable for a few seconds and the game slows down. However, it should be noted that
you can't enter laser beams even during this period. You will die.
The resources are preset for every level and they will be set to that amount at the start of the level. So don't bother saving
powerups, but rather try using them all.
In order to achieve a high score, you should focus on getting the "Near-miss" buff as high as you can and as long as you can,
rather than reaching the highest level possible. I finished the first level with a score of ~100 once, and with ~1k once. That's how
much difference it makes.
All in all, it's quite fun to play. Quite challenging though. It's the game for you if you like indie plane games.. The game is
fantastic to play but as from day one when i play the game there went eleven files missing which had to be reaquired every time
after i played the game for more or less half an hour which is very frustrating. I experience a major problem. I have done
everything in my power to try and find a solution for the problem but all in vain. Some trains stop running, some signals don't
operate, some switch points don't switch. I tried to find out where the problem is but all answer that i get is that happens in many
games, which is no answer for me. I have done the usual like exclude the game from virus scanning etc, etc.The people who sell
these games make a lot of money and no one actually complain about the poor service. I don't even get any feedback for my
problem from the Steam community. (Am i the only one having this problem?)
Is there anybody out there that can help us to resolve this problem because i am starting to have my doubts about buying games
from steam. I experience the same problem with EEP 12 the more upgraded version of Railroad X. I would say a no to buy the
game.. There's a fine art to developing a game that can illicit feelings of real rage towards your nearest and dearest friends and
ChargeShot has managed to distill it its most potent form. The only regret we had after playing was that there weren't another
two people present to push it to new levels of psychological torture.

ChargeShot hits all the right buttons and is an easy inclusion into any list of 'games to set up at house parties'. Simple to pick up
and nigh impossible to master.
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